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Sir John Simon, for whom I had a personal regard, had fre-
quently encouraged me with words appreciative of my work, and
I greatly admired the hard brilliance of his mind. It gripped a
fact or a fallacy with the sure firmness of a steel trap. Nature
appeared to have blessed him with every human quality except
those of a glowing emotion and a genial warmth of phrase.
Sir Herbert Samuel had perhaps the most tidy mind of any one
in the House; his speeches were always clear; his arguments were
marshalled in effective order, and he did not lack a well-controlled
enthusiasm for the causes that he espoused. It pleased me to be
able to believe that he owed not a little of his effectiveness to the
fact that he was a philosopher as well as a politician.
I omit from these memories the names of my own political
colleagues, for all of whom I had a great regard. Many among
them had gifts of capacity and character not inferior to those of the
notable men whose names I have mentioned. I left the House of
Commons with an undiminished respect for its functions, and for
the men and women who, in spite of mean detractors, maintain
unimpaired its ancient quality.
Members of Parliament of all parties were generous in their
approval of the honour which had been conferred upon me, and I
never saw any adverse criticism of my appointment in the news-
papers. Mr. Garvin, in the Observer', was kind enough to say that
'the House of Lords ought to welcome Lord Snell of Plumstead.
He will bring it realism, sincerity, and a gifted tongue. He has
served his party long and well. The delicate position of chairman
of the consultative committee did not weaken, but added to the
respect felt for him by the Government and the rank and file. He
will add a new note of power to the Lords debates, for many years
we hope.'
Friends belonging to many religious sects and political parties
were good enough to send to me generous letters of congratulation,
but none gave me more pleasure than those received from Mr.
Warren and Mr. Kentish Wright, of the Nottingham Unitarian
School, which I had been asked to leave forty-two years earlier.
My transference to the House of Lords did npt, however, please
everybody in my own party. Attendance at Labour meetings
became for the first time an unpleasant experience, and on more
than one occasion I was cut, or snubbed, by old associates, regardless
of the fact that I had gone to the Lords, not for personal reasons,
but to satisfy party as well as constitutional requirements.

